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Abstract: The importance of post-exercise recovery nutrition has been well described in recent
years, leading to its incorporation as an integral part of training regimes in both athletes and
active individuals. Muscle glycogen depletion during an initial prolonged exercise bout is a main
factor in the onset of fatigue and so the replenishment of glycogen stores may be important for
recovery of functional capacity. Nevertheless, nutritional considerations for optimal short-term (3–6 h)
recovery remain incompletely elucidated, particularly surrounding the precise amount of specific
types of nutrients required. Current nutritional guidelines to maximise muscle glycogen availability
within limited recovery are provided under the assumption that similar fatigue mechanisms (i.e.,
muscle glycogen depletion) are involved during a repeated exercise bout. Indeed, recent data
support the notion that muscle glycogen availability is a determinant of subsequent endurance
capacity following limited recovery. Thus, carbohydrate ingestion can be utilised to influence the
restoration of endurance capacity following exhaustive exercise. One strategy with the potential
to accelerate muscle glycogen resynthesis and/or functional capacity beyond merely ingesting
adequate carbohydrate is the co-ingestion of added protein. While numerous studies have been
instigated, a consensus that is related to the influence of carbohydrate-protein ingestion in maximising
muscle glycogen during short-term recovery and repeated exercise capacity has not been established.
When considered collectively, carbohydrate intake during limited recovery appears to primarily
determine muscle glycogen resynthesis and repeated exercise capacity. Thus, when the goal is to
optimise repeated exercise capacity following short-term recovery, ingesting carbohydrate at an
amount of ≥1.2 g kg body mass−1·h−1 can maximise muscle glycogen repletion. The addition of
protein to carbohydrate during post-exercise recovery may be beneficial under circumstances when
carbohydrate ingestion is sub-optimal (≤0.8 g kg body mass−1·h−1) for effective restoration of muscle
glycogen and repeated exercise capacity.
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1. Introduction

Athletes across the myriad range of sports are required to participate in a number of vigorous
competitive events interspersed with intense and frequent training sessions and minimal time
to recover. The congested annual schedule of many athletes imposes significant loads on their
physiological and metabolic systems close to the threshold of exhaustion, from which they are required
to recover rapidly in preparation for the subsequent exercise bout [1]. In addition, military personnel
also require the capacity to perform prolonged, repeated bouts of physical activity at a given intensity,
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and habitually active people strive to improve their training regime, and improved recovery following
each exercise bout can promote their exercise capacity and adherence to partaking in exercise.

Exercise-induced fatigue is a common sensation that is experienced by any individual undertaking
physical exercise. Fatigue during exercise occurs simultaneously at several loci within the
neuromuscular system as well as the internal environment [2]. Thus, a multitude of mechanisms
have been proposed to explain fatigue, ranging from metabolic disturbances in the motor unit
to centrally-mediated perturbations [3,4] and thus—albeit reductionist—fatigue can be broadly
characterised as peripheral fatigue and central fatigue [4]. In accordance, research into fatigue is highly
complex and a consensus about the aetiology of this phenomenon remains elusive. Not surprisingly,
there are numerous definitions of exercise-induced fatigue, as experimentally inducing fatigue is likely
to be inherently variable depending the type/duration of exercise and the tools that are used to assess
this phenomenon [5]. In the context of this review, however, the term ‘fatigue’ or ‘exhaustion’ are used
to denote the inability to sustain running speed at a prescribed intensity, as indicated by the participant.

To examine the influence of different nutritional interventions on exercise-induced fatigue, exercise
capacity protocols often require individuals to exercise until the point of volitional exhaustion (time to
exhaustion), while exercise performance entails the completion of a set distance or amount of work as
quickly as possible (time trial) [6]. Exercise capacity/performance and recovery from exercise can be
enhanced by evidence-based nutritional interventions through the manipulation of different nutritional
variables (i.e., nutrient composition, quantity, timing of nutrient ingestion etc.) [7]. For several decades,
it has been recognised that carbohydrate availability is critical for exercise capacity [8,9]. This is
emphasised during prolonged moderate- to high-intensity exercise where the reliance on endogenous
carbohydrate stores becomes increasingly important relative to lower-intensity exercise [10,11].
Studies in humans clearly demonstrate that fatigue during a prolonged exercise bout coincides
with low muscle glycogen content [8,10] and the ingestion of carbohydrate is causally related to the
maintenance of performance in humans [12] via the attenuation of glycogenolysis [13], the maintenance
of euglycaemia, and/or carbohydrate oxidation [9,14]. Therefore, nutritional interventions that increase
pre-exercise intramuscular glycogen stores positively correlate with the capacity for exercise, as
muscle glycogen depletion closely parallels perception of fatigue [8]. Unsurprisingly, this nutritional
modulation of exercise has prompted numerous nutritional interventions to target these fatigue
mechanisms, leading to general recommendations to optimise muscle glycogen availability [13,15].
Indeed, both maximising muscle glycogen content prior to exercise and/or sparing its utilisation
during exercise can influence endurance capacity [8,16].

There has been less attention with regards to post-exercise nutrition, notwithstanding that recovery
is a critical part of training and repletion of muscle glycogen stores is likely to influence the quality of the
subsequent exercise bout. Whereas, numerous studies have indicated that muscle glycogen restoration
is improved with carbohydrate supplementation (for review see [17]), fewer investigations were
instigated to examine muscle glycogen utilisation during a subsequent exercise bout [18–22]. Indeed,
the repletion of muscle glycogen content during limited recovery did not translate into improvements
in repeated exercise capacity/performance in some circumstances [19,20,23,24], but this is not without
contention [21,25]. Although it is well-established that fatigue during prolonged endurance exercise is
largely dependent on muscle glycogen concentrations [26,27], other physiological mechanisms, such
as central fatigue, liver glycogen depletion, dehydration, and hyperthermia may contribute to the
onset of fatigue during endurance-type exercise [28–30]

Many studies have been conducted to evaluate the efficacy of mixed-macronutrient supplements,
specifically carbohydrate-protein ingestion, given the synergistic effect of these two nutrients on insulin
secretion [31,32]. Several cycling-based investigations indicated that increasing carbohydrate intake to
recommended ingestion rates is sufficient to maximise glycogen resynthesis and would negate any
additional benefit from the inclusion of protein [24,33–38]. Nonetheless, other studies using the same
exercise modality observed an increase in glycogen resynthesis, indicating a distinct advantage with
protein co-ingestion, even when both supplements were matched in their energy content [19,39]. Yet,
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less is known in relation to the influence of carbohydrate-protein supplementation during short-term
recovery upon muscle glycogen repletion and repeated running exercise [20,22,23,40]. It is interesting
to note that subsequent endurance capacity has been improved via mechanisms that are independent
of glycogen availability when carbohydrate-protein was ingested [40,41], but this is not universal [22].
The exact mechanism behind this ergogenic effect of protein addition to carbohydrate remains to be
elucidated and thus our understanding is lacking regarding the plausible mechanistic effects that
might justify the inclusion of protein with carbohydrate for optimal short-term recovery from exercise.
The current review provides detailed evaluation of the nutritional modulation (carbohydrate and
carbohydrate-protein supplementation) of post-exercise glycogen repletion during limited (3–6 h)
post-exercise recovery and the influence of these nutrients upon the restoration of exercise capacity
following recovery. Unless otherwise stated, the concentrations of muscle glycogen in this review
are reported as mmol per kilogram of dry mass per hour (mmol·kg dm−1·h−1). Thus, data reporting
muscle glycogen as mmol per kilogram of wet weight per hour were multiplied by a factor of 4.28 to
account for the water weight of the muscle [34].

2. Post-Exercise Recovery

A number of factors encompass post-exercise recovery, including rehydration, regeneration and
repair of damaged tissue, and restoration of depleted carbohydrate stores [17]. The restoration
of endogenous carbohydrate stores is proposed to be crucial in determining the time required
for recovery [42]. In contrast to the predominant reliance on carbohydrate metabolism during
prolonged exercise, post-exercise recovery is characterised by an accelerated rate of lipid oxidation
(≈60% of oxidative metabolism) and “sparing” of carbohydrate oxidation, even under conditions
of high-carbohydrate feedings [43,44]. This shift in substrate metabolism clearly demonstrates
the high metabolic priority for muscle glycogen resynthesis, whereby lipid oxidation from intra
and extra-muscular sources is elevated to meet the fuel requirements [45]. The process of muscle
glycogen resynthesis begins immediately following exercise and is most rapid during the first 5–6 h
of recovery [46]. Therefore, a view of muscle glycogen resynthesis, the factors that enhance or limit
muscle glycogen resynthesis and the nutritional strategies to obtain rapid post-exercise glycogen
restoration are discussed.

2.1. Glycogen Structure and Localisation

Skeletal muscle glycogen is a highly optimised efficient cellular energy storage system, whereby
its branched structure allows for expeditious availability of large amounts of glucose to support the
energetic demands of muscular contractions [47]. The biosynthesis of this granule involves three
enzymes; glycogenin, glycogen synthase (GS), and branching enzyme [48]. The primer in glycogen
synthesis is the protein glycogenin, which incorporates glucose residues through a self-glucosylation
reaction and then acts as a substrate for GS and branching enzyme to form two physiologically distinct
glycogen pools; proglycogen (low molecular weight acid-insoluble glycogen) and macroglycogen
(high molecular weight acid-soluble glycogen) [48,49]. Nevertheless, while it is known that muscle
glycogen can be separated into distinct acid-soluble and acid-insoluble fractions [50], the acid-insoluble
glycogen does not correspond to proglycogen as both the acid-soluble and acid-insoluble glycogen
show similar elusion profiles of high molecular weight glycogen using gel chromatography [51].
The latter finding certainly questions the existence of proglycogen (i.e., low-molecular weight glycogen)
as a distinct pool of glycogen, and thus the proglycogen-macroglycogen paradigm may be an artefact
of glycogen analysis.

Apart from its structure, the location of glycogen appears to be an important factor. The majority
of investigations utilised acid-base digestion and subsequent enzymatic determination of free glucose
for quantification of total muscle glycogen. While this method provides valuable knowledge on
glycogen-mediated whole muscle metabolism, this does not allow for an examination of glycogen
localisation. More recently, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been utilised to determine the
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subcellular localisation of glycogen within the fibres. This approach has led to the appreciation
that skeletal muscle glycogen is distributed across in subsarcolemmal, inter-myofibrillar and
intra-myofibrillar pools [52,53] and that resynthesis of glycogen following exercise was initially
characterised by an increase in granule number and later by an increase in size [54]. This glycogen
heterogeneity likely provides a substrate for specific cellular functions, which is supported when
considering the preferential depletion of intra-myofibrillar glycogen during prolonged exercise and
the relative distribution of these distinct pools being largely dependent on fibre type, training status,
immobilisation and exercise [27].

Recent human investigations indicate a close link between localised glycogen depletion and the
capacity to perform whole-body exercise. Specifically, a reduction in intra-myofibrillar glycogen levels
has been associated with impaired sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca2+ release [52], which was also shown
in skinned rat muscle fibres [55]. Furthermore, single mouse muscle fibres exhibited fatigue-induced
impairment in tetanic Ca2+ release when intra-myofibrillar glycogen were reduced to low levels,
suggesting that SR Ca2+ release critically depend on energy supply from the intra-myofibrillar glycogen
pool [56]. Interestingly, low muscle glycogen following exhaustive exercise was shown to depress
muscle SR Ca2+ release rate and impair work output following 4 h of recovery in elite endurance
athletes [57]. However, when athletes were provided with carbohydrate (1.06 g·kg BM−1·h−1)
during the 4 h recovery period, glycogen concentrations were elevated and SR Ca2+ release rate
returned to pre-exercise levels, and consequently work output was also normalised. Moreover,
an association between glycogen and SR Ca2+ release by manipulating muscle glycogen availability
during recovery from fatiguing exercise was demonstrated in cross-country skiers [58]. Similar to the
study of Gejl et al. [57], the authors demonstrated that carbohydrate ingestion resulted in restoration
of muscle glycogen and a normalised in SR Ca2+ release, whereas both glycogen and SR Ca2+ release
were depressed when carbohydrate was withheld from participants [58]. Indeed, a reduced SR
Ca2+ release will per se cause a decrease in tetanic intracellular free Ca2+ [53], which is in line with
studies demonstrating a faster decrease in tetanic Ca2+ in fibres with low muscle glycogen [59,60].
Therefore, the notion that muscle glycogen depletion is associated with disruption in SR Ca2+ release
and muscular work may lend an explanation to the intimate relationship between the capacity for
exercise and muscle glycogen availability. However, the mechanistic evidence to elucidate how and
why glycogen levels impair muscle function remain unclear [27,53].

2.2. The Two Phases of Muscle Glycogen Resynthesis

It has been indicated that glycogen resynthesis after a bout of exercise occurs in a biphasic
pattern [61–63]. Initially, there is a rapid increase in glycogen resynthesis at a rate, which occurs
independent of insulin concentrations and lasts for 30–60 min post-exercise [42,64]. The presence
of this phase is supported by data reporting an accelerated rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis
in the initial (0–60 min) post-exercise period, even when insulin was inhibited by somatostatin or
when insulin resistant individuals were compared to healthy age-matched controls [62,63]. However,
this rate of resynthesis can rapidly decline in the absence of exogenous carbohydrate intake [61,65].
These findings are in agreement with the time-course of the protracted increase in glucose uptake
after exercise, whereby a two-fold increase in glucose transporter protein (GLUT)4 translocation can
be observed immediately following exercise before gradually declining until reaching pre-exercise
levels by 2 h upon cessation [66]. This insulin-independent phase was suggested to only occur when
glycogen is depleted to critically low levels (≈150 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1) at the end of an exercise
bout [42,61]. Therefore, it appears that the mechanisms that are responsible for this initial and rapid
phase of glycogen restoration involve exercise-induced GLUT4 translocation to the cell membrane and
an augmented GS activity secondary to low glycogen concentrations at the end of exercise [42,64].

The second phase of glycogen storage is thought to occur at a substantially lower rate
(approximately 80% lower), and is characterised by the affinity of muscle glucose uptake and GS
to insulin stimulation [67,68]. This is supported when examining insulin resistant individuals who
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only show a 3.5% ability to resynthesise muscle glycogen (0.4 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1) relative to healthy
controls [63]. The ingestion of carbohydrate and the associated increase in glucose and insulin
concentrations are known to accelerate the rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis during this phase,
albeit they remain slower than the insulin-independent phase [65,69]. This greater muscle sensitivity to
insulin can persist for longer periods (>48 h) and is reliant on carbohydrate ingestion and the amount
of muscle glycogen that has been restored [68,70]. Indeed, a number of factors that are related to
the enhanced muscle insulin sensitivity, such as insulin-mediated GLUT4 translocation, increased
sensitivity of GS to insulin, muscle glycogen content, and adenosine monophosphate-activated protein
kinase (AMPK) activation [64,71,72].

3. Nutrient Intake and Muscle Glycogen Resynthesis

Glucose is the precursor for glycogen resynthesis and it is consequently understandable why the
amount glucose ingested is such an important determinant of glycogen resynthesis rate [42,73,74].
It has been consistently demonstrated that carbohydrate intake increases glycogen storage above
that of water alone [34,75,76]. In the context of recovery from exhaustive exercise, it is known that
ingesting 6–12 g carbohydrate·kg−1 is sufficient to restore endogenous glycogen reserves when the
recovery time is≥24 h [77,78]. However, athletes and active individuals across a wide range of sporting
events train and compete at levels that challenge their daily glycogen stores with minimal time for
recovery, with multiple training sessions a day and/or a daily competitive schedule with a metabolic
fuel cost that exceeds the endogenous carbohydrate stores. Thus, when the time that is available for
recovery is limited (<8 h), neither muscle glycogen nor the capacity for subsequent exercise can be
fully restored [17]. It becomes apparent that specific nutritional strategies aimed at acutely accelerating
glycogen resynthesis are important considerations in such scenarios. A related but separate question is
whether the adaptive response to chronic training is amplified when commencing a number of exercise
sessions with low-muscle glycogen concentrations. The reader is referred to a more extensive report
on the latter topic elsewhere [79,80].

The optimal carbohydrate feeding strategy to maximise glycogen reserves vary greatly and
depend on a number of factors that include, but are not limited to, the amount, timing, and type of the
carbohydrate ingested during recovery [17,42]. Therefore, the following sections will discuss these
nutritional considerations that are related to glycogen resynthesis during short-term recovery.

3.1. Amount of Carbohydrate Intake

In the absence of carbohydrate ingestion over the post-exercise recovery period, glycogen
resynthesis occurs at a rate of ≈2 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1 [65,81]. Coupled with the wealth of knowledge
demonstrating that any ingested carbohydrate of substantial amounts greatly increases muscle
glycogen resynthesis than when no carbohydrate is ingested [24,34,57,65,75,76,78] enforces the notion
that carbohydrate ingestion is critical for restoration of muscle glycogen. The first study to explore
the effects of varying amounts of carbohydrate on muscle glycogen resynthesis during short-term
recovery showed that increasing carbohydrate ingestion from 0.18 grams per kilogram of body mass
per hour (g·kg BM−1·h−1) to 0.35 g·kg BM−1·h−1 concurrently enhances glycogen synthesis rate from
9 to 25 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1 [82]. When increasing the amount of carbohydrate to 0.70 g·kg BM−1·h−1,
the authors reported no further increase in the glycogen resynthesis rate [82]. While these observations
may suggest that the former rate of ingestion would maximise glycogen synthesis, a number of
following studies demonstrated that increasing the rate of carbohydrate ingestion from 0.75 to
1 g·kg BM−1·h−1 elicits a greater glycogen synthetic response than reported previously [83–86].
Indeed, data from our laboratory indicate that the ingestion of 1.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1 of carbohydrate
during recovery from exhaustive running increases muscle glycogen content when compared to
0.3 g·kg BM−1·h−1 [21]. It was elegantly demonstrated that carbohydrate ingestion at a rate of
1.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1 during post-exercise recovery resulted in a 150% greater glycogen synthetic
response (from 17 to 45 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1) relative to a lower dose of 0.8 g·kg BM−1·h−1 [35].
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Because the ingestion of 1.6 g·kg BM−1·h−1 of carbohydrate seemingly does not further stimulate
muscle glycogen resynthesis above that of 1.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1 [36], the latter may be considered as the
optimal amount to maximise muscle glycogen repletion.

Identifying the precise ‘optimal’ quantity of carbohydrate to maximise glycogen repletion is
difficult to ascertain, which may be ascribed to a number of confounding variables, including the type
and timing of the ingested carbohydrate, the training status of the participants and the duration of
the post-exercise recovery period. More importantly, however, the magnitude of muscle glycogen
depletion determines to a large extent its rate of resynthesis [84]. It is therefore notable that the
degree of glycogen depletion from a prior exercise bout varies substantially across the literature, such
that a range of muscle glycogen concentrations ranging between 25–255 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1 at the
onset of recovery has been reported [18,85]. Together with the known inverse relationship between
muscle glycogen content and glucose uptake [87–89], the variation in muscle glycogen levels at the
onset of recovery are likely to contribute to the large variability in muscle glycogen resynthesis rates
between studies. Nonetheless, a positive correlation (r = 0.6; p < 0.01) exists between the amount
of carbohydrate that is ingested during short-term recovery and muscle glycogen resynthesis [17].
Collectively, it is reasonable to suggest that ingesting ≈1.2 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1 is likely to
maximise muscle glycogen resynthesis and that additional carbohydrate will not further increase this
glycogenic response.

3.2. Type of Carbohydrate Intake

A number of studies explored different types of carbohydrate ingestion during short-term recovery
in order to establish the most effective means to maximise glycogen storage. An important factor
determining the rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis is insulin-mediated glucose uptake by the muscle
cells [42]. As such, the elevated insulinaemic response to high as opposed to a low glycaemic index
carbohydrate is implicated to accelerate muscle glycogen repletion, at least in the acute (<6 h) recovery
phase, with no distinct advantage in longer recovery periods [90]. In contrast, differences in muscle
glycogen storage favouring high glycaemic index carbohydrate were shown to persist for up to 24 h [91].
The authors of the latter postulated that these differences may be attributable to the malabsorption of
carbohydrate in the low glycaemic index foods, which reinforces the view that the type of carbohydrate
ingestion is an important consideration in relation to muscle glycogen resynthesis. Of note, a study by
Wee et al. [92] demonstrated that a high-glycaemic index meal ingested 3 h prior to exercise increases
muscle glycogen content more than when an isoenergetic low-glycaemic index meal was ingested [92].
While this pre-exercise meal may be extrapolated to reflect a recovery meal prior to subsequent exercise,
the data from this study must be interpreted with caution, as the metabolic perturbations to a repeated
exercise bout remain largely unknown and may differ from a prior exercise bout.

Fructose stimulates modest amounts of insulin stimulation relative to glucose and sucrose, mainly
ascribed to its preferential hepatic glycogen resynthesis [93]. As a consequence, fructose ingestion
does not stimulate muscle glycogen resynthesis to the same magnitude as when glucose or sucrose are
ingested [94,95], which is also supported by carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance (13C-NMR) data [96].
Furthermore, it appears that sucrose and glucose stimulate muscle glycogen resynthesis at a similar
magnitude [82]. More recently, it was demonstrated that when ≥1.2 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1 are
ingested during recovery from an initial exhaustive bout, glucose, and glucose + fructose, or glucose +
sucrose ingestion elicit similar muscle glycogen resynthesis rates [97,98]. Interestingly, these responses
are commonly observed in the presence of variable insulinaemia [99,100], bringing into question the
importance of subtle differences in insulinaemia when large amounts of carbohydrate are ingested as
fructose plus glucose, compared to glucose only. It would therefore be prudent to ingest a mixture
of glucose and fructose to provide an optimal dose of carbohydrate for the effective restoration of
both muscle and liver glycogen stores [25,82,97] and reduce gastrointestinal distress when ingesting
large amounts of carbohydrate [98]. Sucrose contains equimolar amounts of glucose and fructose,
rendering this disaccharide favourable in optimising overall endogenous carbohydrate reserves (liver
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and muscle glycogen), both of which have been shown to associate with the capacity for exercise [25].
Interestingly, sucrose ingestion (1.5 g·kg BM−1·h−1) was shown to accelerate liver glycogen content
during 5 h of recovery following glycogen-depleting exercise without any gastro-intestinal complaints
when compared to an isocaloric glucose solution [99]. Furthermore, recent data demonstrate that
the ingestion of glucose + fructose restores endurance capacity following short-term recovery more
effectively than when the same amount of glucose were ingested [101].

Manipulation of the form (solid vs. liquid) of carbohydrate ingestion does not seem to influence
the rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis during recovery [69,83,102]. These observations are in concert
of the view that muscle glycogen resynthesis is unlikely to be limited by gastric emptying [102]. Rather,
a combination of other factors, such as the amount of carbohydrate, intestinal absorption and delivery
into circulation, extraction of glucose by other tissues, and the capacity for glucose transport into the
muscle [42]. In relation to this contention, it is interesting to note that the intestinal absorption of
fructose occurs though a different transporter (sodium-independent glucose transporter protein 5;
GLUT-5) than glucose (sodium-dependent glucose transporter 1: SGLT1) and thus the combined
ingestion of glucose + fructose or glucose + sucrose accelerate overall carbohydrate delivery, which
may be an important consideration during acute post-exercise recovery [98], particularly when large
amounts (≥60 g·h−1) of glucose are ingested and thus saturating SGLT1 [103,104].

3.3. Timing of Carbohydrate Intake

Skeletal muscle blood flow and sensitivity to nutrient provision are thought to be augmented
following a prior exercise bout that substantially depletes muscle glycogen, which emphasises the
influence of timing of carbohydrate provision during the post-exercise recovery [105]. In fact, the rate
of muscle glycogen resynthesis was shown to be ≈25 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1 over 4 h of recovery when
carbohydrate was provided immediately following exercise [65]. When carbohydrate provision was
delayed by only 2 h, a considerable reduction to 14 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1 in the rate of muscle glycogen
resynthesis was reported [65]. In concurrence, delaying the ingestion of a mixed macronutrient
recovery beverage by 3 h was shown to reduce net leg glucose uptake by 65% during recovery
when compared to immediate ingestion [106]. These findings may arguably be expected given that
insulin sensitivity and the capacity for glucose uptake are the most rapid in the initial few hours of
recovery, and when carbohydrate is withheld during this period rapid reversal of these effects can be
observed [66,68,107]. Nevertheless, a study by Parkin and colleagues [108] sought to determine the
effects of delayed carbohydrate feeding of 2 h on the recovery of muscle glycogen over 8 h of recovery
and reported no differences in muscle glycogen resynthesis rates [108]. While these findings may
appear contradictory, it remains possible that glycogen resynthesis rates were higher in the study of
Parkin et al. [108] over the initial 4 h of recovery, with the reversal of this augmented glycogen synthetic
rate later in recovery secondary to the well-established and tightly controlled inverse relationship
between muscle glycogen content and GS activity [109]. Therefore, it would not be unreasonable
to postulate that the effect of timing of carbohydrate on muscle glycogen resynthesis is magnified
when the recovery time is shorter. Irrespective of the progressive insulin resistance that occurs later
in recovery, it would be logical consume carbohydrate as soon as practically possible to initiate the
effective time for muscle glycogen resynthesis.

Similar to the effects of the glycaemic index of foods during longer recovery periods (i.e.,
24 h), the frequency of carbohydrate intake does not appear to influence overall muscle glycogen
resynthesis [110,111]. However, when the recovery time is limited, the frequency at which
the carbohydrate is ingested may have an influence. Specifically, those studies that adopted a
feeding regimen at 2 h intervals typically reported muscle glycogen resynthesis rates between
14–25 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1 [65,82,102]. It may therefore be argued that the aforementioned frequency
may not be a sufficient nutritional strategy to maintain the elevation in insulin and consequently
maximise the activation of GLUT-4 and GS [112]. On the other hand, when carbohydrate feeding occurs
within 15–30 min intervals, the muscle glycogen resynthesis rate has been found to be approximately
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40% higher than when supplementing every 2 h [33–35,97,113]. It should be recognised, however,
that there is currently no study that directly examined the frequency of supplementation on the rate
of muscle glycogen storage. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to suggest from the studies cited above
that when a more rapid glycogen restoration is required during short-term recovery, a more frequent
feeding pattern may be favourable to achieve this target.

3.4. Protein Co-Ingestion with Carbohydrate

While it is known that glucose is a major stimulus for pancreatic insulin secretion, insulin
concentrations are stimulated when healthy individuals ingest protein or receive a mixture of
amino acids intravenously [114]. Moreover, amino acids act synergistically when co-ingested
with carbohydrate to potentiate insulin secretion [31,32,115]. Oral ingestion of an amino acid
mixture, particularly with sufficient amounts of leucine and phenylalanine, produces strong
insulinotropic effect when compared with carbohydrate only solutions [32]. The insulinotropic effects
of protein ingestion are due to the dual-action of stimulating incretin hormone secretion by the
enteroendocrine cells of the intestine, in addition to direct stimulate of the pancreatic beta-cells by
amino acid concentrations [116,117]. The incretin hormones would potentiate insulin secretion under
conditions of elevated glycaemia, and thus may play an important role in glycogen resynthesis with
protein-carbohydrate co-ingestion [117]. It was also demonstrated that a hydrolysed protein fraction
provides a distinct advantage in stimulating insulin release over its intact form, being mainly related to
an accelerated rate of digestion and absorption and the resultant relative hyperaminoacidaemia of the
former [118,119]. Furthermore, whey protein is a greater insulin secretagogue than casein [120],
presumably associated with the greater leucine content combined with its rapid plasma amino
acid availability.

In addition to the findings regarding the most effective amino acid/protein fraction cited
above, a further point related to the amount of protein to effectively stimulate insulin warrants
discussion. It was previously suggested that increasing the amount of protein in a carbohydrate-protein
mixture from 0.2 to 0.4 g·kg BM−1·h−1 may be associated with greater insulin response, albeit
these differences were only significant when reported as an incremental area under the curve [121].
A possible explanation would be that the latter study provided wheat protein as opposed to whey
protein, which contains substantially higher leucine content than the former. These differences
may have considerable implications as leucine is a known modulator of insulin signaling [122].
This was supported by the same study, whereby free leucine and phenylalanine were added
to the wheat protein fraction, and consequently increased insulin concentration relative to a
carbohydrate-only beverage [121]. More recently, a dose-dependent relationship between the
amount of whey protein co-ingested during recovery and insulin secretion was found when 0.1
as compared to 0.3 g·kg BM−1·h−1 were ingested [123]. When considered collectively, the available
evidence that reported insulinotropic properties with carbohydrate-protein ingestion have included
0.3–0.4 g·kg BM−1·h−1 of protein [20,22,33,34,37,124]. In contrast, protein was provided at a lower
dose in those studies that showed no effect of protein co-ingestion on insulin secretion relative to
carbohydrate-only [38,39,75,76].

The addition of whey protein hydrolysate (with or without additional free essential amino
acids) to a carbohydrate supplement is known to result in a greater insulin response [32,120,125].
Concurrently, adding protein to carbohydrate following recovery was reported to accelerate the
rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis relative to a carbohydrate-only supplement when ingested in
moderate amounts (i.e., ≤0.8 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1) [19,35,39,124,126–128]. While three of the
above cited investigations matched the carbohydrate content between supplements, it is difficult to
conclude whether the addition of protein or the higher caloric intake was related to the enhanced
glycogen resynthesis rate [124,127,128]. In two investigations, however, muscle glycogen resynthesis
was augmented when an isoenergetic carbohydrate-protein supplement was provided [19,39]. Notably,
muscle glycogen resynthesis was accelerated in the study of Ivy et al. [39], irrespective of the fact
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that insulin concentrations during recovery were similar between supplements. Coupled with
the fact that insulin concentrations were not reported in the other investigation [19], whether the
enhanced glycogenic effect in those investigations was related to hyperinsulinaemia is questionable.
Van Loon et al. [35] compared a carbohydrate-protein mixture (0.8 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1 plus
0.4 g protein·kg BM−1·h−1) against both a carbohydrate-matched (0.8 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1)
and an energy-matched (1.2 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1) carbohydrate supplement. The authors
demonstrated that the addition of protein effectively increased the insulin concentrations and glycogen
storage by twofold when compared to the carbohydrate-matched supplement. However, replacing the
protein fraction by additional energy in the form of carbohydrate achieved similar results, with no
differences in glycogen resynthesis between the carbohydrate-protein mixture and the isoenergetic
carbohydrate supplement [35]. The latter findings clearly demonstrate that carbohydrate intake should
be greater than 0.8 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1 to allow for maximal glycogen resynthesis rates.

Equally, a number of other investigations proposed that the addition of protein does
not further increase the rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis, despite a higher insulinaemic
response [20,22,33,34,37,129–132]. Noticeably, five of the studies cited previously examined whether
the rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis by ingesting the proposed ‘optimal’ dose of carbohydrate
(1.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1) can be exceeded with the addition of protein/amino acids, and none reported
an accelerated rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis with protein co-ingestion [33,34,37,130,131].
An important distinction between the studies showing a glycogenic effect of protein co-ingestion
and those with contradictory findings may be related to the precise amount of carbohydrate ingested
during post-exercise recovery. When compiling the available data in humans (Figure 1), it becomes
apparent that the ingestion of≈1.2 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1 is likely to maximise muscle glycogen
resynthesis rate and further stimulating insulin with the addition of protein does not appear to
influence glycogen storage [22,33,34,37,130,131]. In contrast, when ≤0.8 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1

is ingested, the addition of protein with this relatively moderate amount of carbohydrate may enhance
muscle glycogen resynthesis rates [19,35,39,124,126].
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Figure 1. Reported rates of muscle glycogen resynthesis across 18 different investigations that have
measured muscle glycogen concentrations during short-term (2–6 h) recovery with varied rates of
carbohydrate with or without protein in humans [19,20,22,24,33–40,75,76,124,126,130,132]. The trend
lines denote the suggested patterns of muscle glycogen resynthesis with each treatment (solid trend line
represents carbohydrate ingestion while broken trend lines represent carbohydrate-protein ingestion).
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It should be noted there are some inconsistent reports in the literature. For example, providing a
carbohydrate dose of ≤0.8 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1 with protein was shown to be ineffective in
augmenting muscle glycogen relative to an energy-matched [40,75,76,129] or carbohydrate-matched
supplement [20]. Although these discrepancies are not fully clear, they may be related to differences in
quantifying muscle glycogen, the provision of sub-optimal amounts of protein to stimulate insulin
secretion, or the specific type of exercise that was performed prior to recovery. Indeed, the study of
Rotman et al. [129] used 13C-magnetic resonance spectroscopy to quantify glycogen, and while this
method has been validated and shows a high correlation (r = 0.95; p < 0.001) with the needle biopsy
technique [133], determining the rate of resynthesis is limited due to the absence of absolute glycogen
concentrations. Additionally, the studies of Betts et al. [20] and Lunn et al. [40] employed an exercise
protocol (i.e., running) that was not commonly used in the other cycling-based investigations. Indeed,
it has been demonstrated that performing muscular contractions with an eccentric component, such
as running impairs both contraction- [134] and insulin-induced glucose uptake by the muscle [135].
As such, eccentric exercise has been shown to impair muscle glycogen resynthesis [136], which was
corroborated by the study of Betts et al. [20] as reflected by the relatively low rates of glycogen
resynthesis in recovery (≈12 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1). Of note, only one study examined the role of an
exhaustive prior running exercise bout on muscle glycogen resynthesis [22], which demonstrated near
maximal glycogen reynthesis rates (≈40 mmol·kg dm−1·h−1). This may be an important distinction,
given that the magnitude of glycogen depletion influences the rate of muscle glycogen restoration
during post-exercise recovery [84].

As mentioned previously, the addition of at least 0.3–0.4 g·kg BM−1·h−1 protein may be required
to achieve the synergistic effect of a carbohydrate-protein mixture on insulin secretion. In accordance,
neither muscle glycogen storage nor insulin were significantly elevated when protein was included
(≤0.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1) in a carbohydrate-protein mixture relative to carbohydrate alone [38,40,75,76].
These findings may help explain the lack of effect of protein co-ingestion when added to relatively
moderate amounts of carbohydrate. However, an accelerated rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis
has been reported when modest amounts of protein (<0.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1) were added to ≈0.6–0.7 g
carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1 [19,39], despite the fact that no significantly increased insulin concentration
was observed in the carbohydrate-protein treatment [39]. This led authors of the latter study to
speculate that alternative mechanisms may exist in relation to an accelerated muscle glycogen
synthetic response. Unfortunately, the source of protein was not reported in that investigation,
however, essential amino acids, such as isoleucine and leucine, may act in concert to facilitate
glucose uptake and consequent incorporation into muscle glycogen independent of insulin [137,138],
presumably by an increased phosphorylation of Akt substrate of 160kDa (AS160) signaling in the
absence of insulin [139]. Collectively, if carbohydrate ingestion is ≤0.8 g·kg BM−1·h−1, it appears that
0.3–0.4 g·kg BM−1·h−1 of protein should be co-ingested to maximise muscle glycogen resynthesis
during short-term recovery (Figure 2).

The fate of glucose following carbohydrate-protein ingestion must be considered to assess the
relevance of hyperinsulinaemia during post-exercise recovery on glucose disposal and subsequent
incorporation as endogenous carbohydrate. In this regard, it is interesting to note that a significant
inverse relationship (r = 0.99; p < 0.001) exists between the amount of protein intake and blood
glucose concentration [140]. In concurrence, the majority of investigations on post-exercise protein
co-ingestion have reported lower blood glucose concentrations relative to a carbohydrate-only
beverage [24,34,35,38,124,131]. Nevertheless, whether this attenuated glycaemic response was due
to a delayed glucose appearance into circulation or an increased glucose uptake by the muscle
remains debatable. Although it is tempting to speculate that the lower glucose levels with
protein co-ingestion are reflective of an increased peripheral glucose uptake secondary to insulin
stimulation, there is some evidence to refute this contention in relation to muscle [131] and liver [130]
glycogen repletion. Thus, while the addition of protein to carbohydrate resulted in a≈100–190% higher
insulin and ≈35–42% lower glucose response, the rate of glucose disappearance using continuous
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glucose tracer infusions was identical between a carbohydrate control and the carbohydrate-protein
mixtures [125]. The authors, however, noted a 12% reduction in glucose appearance, implying the
lower glucose response with carbohydrate-protein mixtures may partly involve a delayed appearance
of glucose into the systemic circulation. Nevertheless, studies in rodents have demonstrated a
hypoglycaemic effect of certain amino acids and the consequent increased glucose uptake by the
muscle [137–139]. While the hypoglycaemic effect of a mixture of amino acids has been reported in
humans, whether this is related to an increased glucose uptake remains unclear [131]. A number of
possible mechanisms may therefore be attributed to the relatively delayed appearance of glucose in
the latter study, and while a slower gastric emptying and/or intestinal absorption may contribute to
the delayed glucose appearance, it is unlikely to fully explain to lower glucose response following
carbohydrate-protein ingestion [125]. An alternative explanation would be an insulin-induced
suppression of hepatic glucose output, which is known to inhibit gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis
by ≈55 and 100% when insulin is stimulated to approximately 450 pmol/L, respectively [141]. Indeed,
insulin concentration in the study of Kaastra et al. [125] reached 480–700 pmol/L, and would therefore
be expected to exert an inhibitory effect of hepatic glucose output.
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Figure 2. Reported rates of muscle glycogen resynthesis across 18 different investigations that have
measured muscle glycogen concentrations during short-term (2–6 h) recovery with varied amounts of
protein added to carbohydrates in humans [19,20,22,24,33–40,75,76,124,126,130,132]. The trend lines
denote suggested carbohydrate intake (solid trend line) and protein intake (broken trend line) upon
muscle glycogen resynthesis.

4. Restoration of Exercise Capacity Following Short-Term Recovery

Given the intrinsic link between muscle glycogen depletion and endurance capacity, restoration
of these endogenous carbohydrate stores is central to the recovery process [23,142]. While performance
decrements and the declined ability to maintain repeated intensified training may be the outcomes of
insufficient glycogen repletion between exercise bouts during long-term recovery (i.e.,≥24 h) [143–145]
and that nutrition is inherently associated to this process, little is known regarding the optimal
nutritional intervention that could translate into an enhancement in subsequent exercise capacity
following short-term recovery (Table 1). For example, subsequent endurance capacity (60–70% VO2max)
can be improved when ≈0.3–0.7 g·kg−1·h−1 of carbohydrate is ingested during short-term recovery
when compared to a placebo fluid [146–148]. On the other hand, other studies found no effect of
carbohydrate ingestion on the subsequent cycling endurance capacity [25], intermittent running
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endurance capacity [149] or cycling time trial performance [24] when compared to a placebo beverage
ingested during preceding recovery period. Some of these paradoxical findings may be related to
subtle differences in the adopted experimental protocols, such as measuring endurance capacity
under warm environmental conditions [147,148], which could trigger a more central mechanism to
the onset of fatigue independent of substrate depletion [150]. Additionally, differences in feeding
frequency may also contribute to the disparity between the studies through frequent [23,151],
less frequent [24,146,149,152], or single bolus [25] provisions of carbohydrate during the imposed
recovery period. Nonetheless, there is evidence to suggest that the frequency of carbohydrate intake
during short-term recovery does not influence subsequent endurance capacity [153]. Indeed, the
ambiguity of the efficacy of ingesting carbohydrate on subsequent endurance performance is present
irrespective of the frequency of ingestion.

It can therefore be postulated that the ingestion of carbohydrate can enhance endurance capacity
relative to a placebo. However, increasing the amount of carbohydrate during limited recovery may
not yield further improvements in subsequent endurance capacity [152,154], notwithstanding that
a dose-dependent effect was reported in a later study [23]. Regardless of the fact that the exercise
protocol was similar between those studies, the characteristics of participants were profoundly different.
Specifically, lower blood lactate and higher VO2max values were observed in the study of Betts
and colleagues [23] when compared to the other investigations [152,154], indicative of a more
aerobically-trained sample in the former. Thus, training status may further explain the mixed results
regarding endurance capacity following provisions of different amounts of carbohydrate, given that
well-trained individuals who are familiarised with exercise capacity testing exhibit a more reliable
reflection on performance measures [155].

Another possible explanation for the discrepant findings between the study of Betts et al. [23]
and those that did not observe a dose-dependent effect on repeated exercise capacity [152,154] may
be related to the precise amount of carbohydrate that was ingested during recovery. It was shown
that increasing carbohydrate during recovery from 0.15 to 0.53 g·kg BM−1·h−1 did not elicit an
improvement in the capacity to run to exhaustion at 70% VO2max [154]. These similar conditions
were subsequently investigated by Tsintzas et al. [18] to assess glycogen storage during recovery
and its subsequent utilisation during a second bout. Although net muscle glycogen resynthesis rates
were ≈250% greater when carbohydrate was ingested at a rate of 0.53 g·kg BM−1·h−1, glycogen
utilisation during subsequent exercise was not different between treatments [18]. These findings may
suggest that glycogen content may not be the most important factor in restoring endurance capacity
when the recovery period is limited. It should be recognised, however, that the second bout did
not measure endurance capacity (i.e., the second run was a fixed duration of only 15 min), and that
glycogen utilisation rates towards the end of an exhaustive bout may have differed between the trials.
Furthermore, the amount provided in the latter study was much lower than the amount of carbohydrate
suggested to maximise post-exercise glycogen resynthesis rates of ≈1.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1 [35,36]. Thus,
when ingesting carbohydrate at a rate that approaches the aforementioned recommended carbohydrate
intakes to maximise muscle glycogen stores, an enhancement in endurance capacity was observed
relative to modest lower amounts (0.8 vs. 1.1 g·kg BM−1·h−1) of carbohydrate [23]. This may imply that
increasing carbohydrate ingestion following a prior exercise bout is likely to increase muscle glycogen
resynthesis during limited recovery, which, in turn, would result in an improvement in repeated
exercise capacity. To address this, we have recently reported that higher intakes of carbohydrate
(1.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1) during recovery from exhaustive running substantially increase muscle glycogen
content before the start of subsequent exercise when compared to the ingestion of modest amounts
(0.3 g·kg BM−1·h−1) of carbohydrate [21]. Interestingly, the restoration of exercise capacity was
≈65% greater in the high carbohydrate treatment. Coupled with the fact that fatigue coincided with
similar critically low levels of muscle glycogen (≈75 mmol·kg dm−1), it was therefore concluded that
availability of skeletal muscle glycogen is an important factor in the restoration of endurance capacity
following short-term recovery [21].
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Table 1. Effects of carbohydrate ingestion during short-term recovery on repeated exercise capacity.

Study Carbohydrate Intake
(g·kg BM−1·h−1)

Recovery Time
(h)

Timing of Ingestion
(min) Mode of Exercise Repeated Exercise Repeated Exercise Bout

(min)

Fallowfield et al. [146] 0, 0.5 4 Immediately
post-exercise, 120 Running Time to exhaustion at

70% VO2max
40, 62 *

Fallowfield & Williams [152] 0.5, 1.5 4 Immediately
post-exercise, 120 Running Time to exhaustion at

70% VO2max
59, 58

Wong & Williams [154] 0.15, 0.53 4 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 Running Time to exhaustion at
70% VO2max

65, 57

Wong et al. [151] 0, 0.9 4 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 Running Time to exhaustion at
70% VO2max

45, 69 *

Bilzon et al. [147] 0, 0.43 4 Immediately
post-exercise, 60, 120, 180 Running Time to exhaustion at

60% VO2max
45, 61 *

Casey et al. [25] 0, 0.25 G, 0.25 S 4 Immediately
post-exercise Cycling Time to exhaustion at

70% VO2max
35, 40 G, 46 S

Betts et al. [23] 0.8, 1.1 4
Immediately

post-exercise, 30, 60, 90,
120, 150, 180, 210

Running Time to exhaustion at
70% VO2max

84, 100 *

Alghannam et al. [21] 0.3, 1.2 4
Immediately

post-exercise, 30, 60, 90,
120, 150, 180, 210

Running Time to exhaustion at
70% VO2max

48, 80 *

G, glucose; S, sucrose; * significantly greater than other treatment(s) (p ≤ 0.05).
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Table 2. Effects of carbohydrate-protein ingestion during short-term recovery on repeated exercise capacity.

Study Carbohydrate Intake
(g·kg BM−1·h−1)

Protein Intake
(g·kg BM−1·h−1)

Recovery Time
(h)

Timing of Ingestion
(min)

Mode of
Exercise Repeated Exercise Repeated Exercise Bout

(min)

Williams et al. [126] 0.15, 0.4 0, 0.1 4 Immediately
post-exercise, 120 Running Time to exhaustion

at 85% VO2max
20, 31 *

Millard-Stafford et al. [156] 0.6, 1.0, 0.8 0, 0, 0.2 2 Immediately
post-exercise, 60 Running Time to exhaustion

at 90% VO2max
6, 6, 5

Betts et al. [157] 0.8, 0.8, 1.2, 1.2 0, 0.1, 0, 0.2 4
Immediately

post-exercise, 30, 60,
90, 120, 150, 180, 210

Running Time to exhaustion
at 85% VO2max

18, 20, 15, 18

Karp et al. [158] 0.2, 0.5, 0.5 † 0, 0.13, 0.13 † 4 Immediately
post-exercise, 120 Cycling Time to exhaustion

at 70% VO2max
41 *, 29, 40 †,*

Betts et al. [23] 0.8, 1.1, 0.8 0, 0, 0.3 4
Immediately

post-exercise, 30, 60,
90, 120, 150, 180, 210

Running Time to exhaustion
at 70% VO2max

84, 91 *, 100 *

Thomas et al. [41] 0.2, 0.5, 0.4 † 0, 0.13, 0.10 † 4 Immediately
post-exercise, 120 Cycling Time to exhaustion

at 70% VO2max
23, 21, 32 †,*

Lunn et al. [40] 0.25, 0.20 † 0, 0.05 † 3 Immediately
post-exercise Running

Time to exhaustion
at incline achieved

at VO2peak test
3, 4 †,*

Richardson et al. [159] 1.5, 1.2 0, 0.3 3
Immediately

post-exercise, 30, 60,
90, 120

Cycling Time to exhaustion
at 75% VO2max

25, 24

Alghannam et al. [22] 1.2,0.8 0, 0.4 4
Immediately

post-exercise, 30, 60,
90, 120, 150, 180, 210

Running Time to exhaustion
at 70% VO2max

51, 49

† Provided in the form of chocolate milk; * greater than other treatment(s) (p ≤ 0.05).
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The addition of protein to a carbohydrate supplement may accelerate the rate of muscle glycogen
resynthesis [19,39,124]. It would therefore be reasonable to suggest that protein-co-ingestion has the
potential to improve subsequent endurance capacity, given the relationship between pre-exercise
muscle content glycogen and exercise time to exhaustion [8]. In this regard, the restoration of muscle
glycogen during limited recovery is considered a possible mechanism for the ostensible ergogenic
effect of carbohydrate-protein ingestion on repeated exercise, and thus glycogen restoration will only
be discussed in relevance to subsequent endurance capacity in this section (Table 2). Moreover, the
interaction of ingested amino acids with the liver may also be relevant for short-term recovery, as liver
glycogen resynthesis appears to be an important factor affecting subsequent exercise. Some support
for this notion can be obtained when considering the correlation between the recovery of exercise
capacity and the restoration of bodily endogenous carbohydrate stores (muscle and liver glycogen;
r = 0.55; p < 0.05) relative to restoration of hepatic glycogen (r = 0.53; p < 0.05) [25] or muscle glycogen
(r = 0.45; p < 0.05) [21] stores alone. However, a paucity of information exists in relation to the effects
of protein co-ingestion on liver glycogen metabolism and/or repeated exercise capacity.

In fact, very few studies directly measured the rate of glycogen resynthesis during the recovery
phase and the subsequent endurance capacity [40,126] or performance [24] with protein co-ingestion.
Notwithstanding that the study of Williams and colleagues [126] employed different cohorts to
separately examine the role of carbohydrate-protein on glycogen resynthesis and subsequent endurance
capacity, the authors showed improvement in cycling time to exhaustion at 85% VO2max when protein
was added to a carbohydrate relative to a carbohydrate-only supplement (31.1± 3.2 and 20.0± 2.0 min,
respectively). Nonetheless, the experimental design of that study failed to demonstrate whether the
improvements were attributed to the protein fraction per se or the 167% increase in carbohydrate
intake, or indeed therefore the 233% increase in caloric intake; an important factor in determining the
rate of muscle glycogen resynthesis during post-exercise recovery [76]. The provision of these two
supplements at a similar rate of ingestion were investigated to determine the restoration of exercise
capacity and reported that cycling capacity may actually be impaired with the inclusion of protein [158],
albeit a milk-based carbohydrate-protein mixture did not show these negative effects [41].

Regardless of these limitations, the findings of Williams et al. [126] provide intriguing evidence
that repeated exercise capacity may be enhanced with the presence of protein or with increasing energy
intake in a dose-dependent manner. A more recent investigation accounted for the caloric equivalency
when comparing a carbohydrate-protein as opposed to an isocaloric carbohydrate beverage on recovery
rates and repeated exercise capacity [40]. Although no differences were noted in muscle glycogen
resynthesis during 3 h of recovery, subsequent endurance capacity was significantly improved with
the ingestion of the carbohydrate-protein mixture [40]. It is noteworthy that the beneficial outcomes
for protein intake in this study cannot be solely attributed to the protein fraction, as the study used
chocolate milk that includes other nutrients that may affect glycogen storage and/or subsequent
performance, such as caffeine [160]. Furthermore, the study utilised a capacity test that induced
fatigue within ≈3 min that may suggest that factors other than glycogen-dependent mechanisms were
responsible for the postponed termination of exercise [157].

Another study of relevance when examining repeated exercise following limited recovery
is the study by Ferguson-Stegall et al. [24] In concurrence with the many of the studies in the
literature, when supplements were matched for energy content and provided in optimal amounts
(i.e., ≥1 g·kg BM−1·h−1), protein did not appear to augment glycogen resynthesis beyond ingesting
carbohydrate [24]. Of note, the aforementioned study did not report absolute glycogen concentrations
during recovery and hence limits the interpretation of these data. Notwithstanding this evidence,
repeated cycling performance was shown to improve beyond that of an isocaloric carbohydrate
following the ingestion of a milk-based carbohydrate-protein mixture [24], lending support to the
notion that improvements in subsequent exercise may be unrelated to muscle glycogen resynthesis
during short-term recovery.
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Further studies investigated the efficacy of protein feeding during the limited recovery period on
subsequent endurance capacity [23,156,157] and performance [19,123,159,161] without the assessment
of glycogen concentrations following an initial exercise bout. The findings of these investigations
are inconsistent with some showing ergogenic effects of acute carbohydrate-protein feeding of both
the capacity to sustain endurance exercise [23] and performance [161], while others did not reach
similar conclusions [19,123,156,157,159]. Similar to the nutritional considerations regarding muscle
glycogen resynthesis, the precise amount of ingested carbohydrate and whether the supplements
were matched for energy content may provide a possible explanation for these discrepant findings.
For example, the study by Betts et al. [23] demonstrated that the addition of protein (0.3 g·kg BM−1·h−1)
to a carbohydrate supplement (0.8 g·kg BM−1·h−1) restored the capacity for repeated exercise more
completely than when a carbohydrate-matched supplement was ingested. However, recovery of
exercise capacity was restored to a similar magnitude in the carbohydrate-protein mixture when
compared with an isocaloric carbohydrate supplement [23].

These findings clearly demonstrate that the addition of protein can enhance repeated
exercise capacity when increasing the caloric content of a carbohydrate supplement, and that
carbohydrate intake should be ≥1.1 g carbohydrate·kg BM−1·h−1 to allow for a greater restoration of
exercise capacity. Interestingly, these identical nutritional provisions were reported in a subsequent
study by the same authors and reported no acceleration of muscle glycogen resynthesis between
a carbohydrate-protein mixture and a control solution of matched carbohydrate content [20].
This provides further indication that an enhancement in repeated exercise can occur with carbohydrate
protein ingestion independent of accelerated muscle glycogen resynthesis. Rather, a consistent finding
was an increased rate of whole-body carbohydrate oxidation and maintenance of euglycaemia during
the second bout after carbohydrate-protein ingestion [20,23]. Coupled with the fact that glycogen
degradation was similar between a carbohydrate-matched control beverage and carbohydrate-protein
mixture [20], it is reasonable to suggest that an improved maintenance of euglycaemia, and/or therefore
increased extra-muscular carbohydrate oxidation may explain, at least in part, the ergogenic effect of
protein co-ingestion during recovery.

It was previously proposed that the addition of protein may provide precursors for the de novo
synthesis of tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates and thus may enable anaplerotic replenishment of
tricarboxylic acid cycle flux in the skeletal muscle [162]. While a decline in tricarboxylic acid cycle
intermediate pool was shown during prolonged exercise, aerobic provision was not compromised,
as evidenced by stable limb oxygen uptake during exercise and no change in muscle phosphocreatine
concentration, which is a sensitive indicator of mitochondrial respiration [163]. It was therefore
concluded from the latter study that changes in muscle tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates are not
causally related to the capacity for aerobic energy provision during prolonged exercise.

Another proposed mechanism for the ergogenic effect of protein co-ingestion may be related to
the role of amino acids in brain function and postponement of central fatigue [164]. Although there is
some evidence to suggest that the ingestion of protein or amino acids reduces perceptions of fatigue
during exercise [165,166], it remains debatable whether the inclusion of protein with carbohydrate can
improve exercise performance through attenuated sensation of fatigue [167,168]. Interestingly, a recent
study in rodents reported that the co-ingestion of protein with carbohydrate attenuates skeletal muscle
glycogen depletion during exercise [169]. The latter study demonstrated that pre-exercise ingestion of
glucose plus whey protein hydrolysate caused an attenuation in muscle glycogen depletion during
a subsequent exercise, which was concomitant with an activation of key enzymes that regulate
glucose uptake and glycogen synthesis (Protein kinase B (Akt), Protein kinase C and glycogen
synthase) during exercise relative to water ingestion [169]. Thus, the possibility of protein to attenuate
glycogen degradation or to increase the net balance of glycogen metabolism (an increase in the ratio
of glycogen synthesis and degradation) may be a candidate mechanism for the ergogenic effects of
protein co-ingestion. Whether this is partly due to protein providing an additional fuel for oxidation,
either directly or indirectly via gluconeogenesis, remains to be determined. Recent evidence in humans,
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however, has shown that the ingestion of carbohydrate-protein solution during short-term recovery
did not affect glycogen metabolism nor mediate an improvement repeated exercise capacity more than
an isocaloric carbohydrate solution [22].

5. Summary

Optimising short-term recovery is an important consideration for both athletes who train and
compete with limited time to recover and recreational exercisers who would benefit from the
avoidance of residual fatigue, which could negatively influence their sustained participation in
physical activity. The notion that muscle glycogen is central to recovery is based on the plethora
of experiments demonstrating a causal relationship between muscle glycogen depletion during an
initial prolonged exercise and the onset of fatigue. Thus, previous research focused on the effects
on different nutritional interventions to increase the availability of this substrate, albeit the precise
nutrient amount/composition remains debatable.

The present review examined the role of carbohydrate and protein ingestion from an
initial exercise bout on muscle glycogen metabolism during short-term recovery and subsequent
exercise capacity. Collectively, the findings of this review support the notion that repeated
exercise capacity following short-term recovery is influenced by carbohydrate ingestion, which is
consistent with the role of carbohydrate supplementation on an initial prolonged exercise bout [8,16].
A dose-dependent relationship between carbohydrate ingestion during short-term recovery and the
restoration of endurance capacity may be present (Figure 3), but further research is warranted regarding
the precise dose, type, and/or frequency of carbohydrate feeding during limited recovery to optimise
repeated exercise capacity.
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Figure 3. Reported carbohydrate intakes during 4 h recovery and repeated running [21–23]. Values are
mean ± SD. Values with similar lower cases are different (p < 0.05).

The co-ingestion of protein may further accelerate muscle glycogen content relative to
carbohydrate alone under circumstances when the carbohydrate-protein solution provides more
calories than a carbohydrate-only solution and/or when carbohydrate ingestion during short-term
recovery from prolonged exhaustive exercise is suboptimal (i.e., ≤0.8 g·kg BM−1·h−1). Substituting a
fraction of the carbohydrate with protein at an amount of 0.3–0.4 g·kg BM−1·h−1 during short-term
recovery promotes muscle glycogen repletion at the same rate as an energy-matched carbohydrate
at the recommended (≈1.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1) ingestion rates [22]. Overall, the addition of protein at
an amount ≥0.1 g·kg BM−1·h−1 appears to mediate an ergogenic benefit upon the restoration of
endurance capacity (Table 2) when this adds to the total energy intake relative to a carbohydrate
control or when carbohydrate intake is suboptimal (≤0.8 g·kg BM−1·h−1). Thus, it may be that energy
intake per se and not macronutrient composition during recovery influence repeated exercise capacity.
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6. Future Directions

Muscle glycogen availability was implicated as a major determinant of fatigue during a repeated
exercise bout. In this regard, in determining the role of liver glycogen availability prior to a second
exhaustive running bout would be central to further understanding fatigue mechanisms during
repeated exercise, particularly given the importance of liver glycogen in restoration of endurance
capacity in cycling [25]. Interestingly, we found that repeated exercise capacity was enhanced by
12 min when carbohydrate was ingested during post-exercise recovery in amounts that were sufficient
only to satisfy hepatic glycogen sequestration relative to water ingestion [21]. This certainly argues
the possibility that liver glycogen availability may be an important factor in relation to the onset of
fatigue during a repeated exhaustive running bout, which is possible to quantify using 13C-magnetic
resonance spectroscopy.

The rate of carbohydrate intake during recovery is an important determinant of muscle
glycogen resynthesis [17,77]. Surprisingly, however, few investigations directly assessed the relative
dose-response of carbohydrate ingestion (and indeed feeding frequency) on the restoration of
muscle glycogen. Rather, the general recommendations on carbohydrate ingestion during short-term
recovery are based on comparisons of the rate of glycogen resynthesis relative to the carbohydrate
intake across multiple studies. In relation to the latter, exploring varied carbohydrate intakes during
limited recovery on restoration of exercise capacity would help to further clarify the presence of a
dose-response relationship between these two variables.

Considerable disparity exists with regards to the co-ingestion of protein to carbohydrate
for promoting muscle glycogen repletion and little information is available in regards to the
utilisation of glycogen during a repeated exhaustive exercise bout. We recently reported that
muscle glycogen resynthesis was equally effective in restoring muscle glycogen when ingesting
carbohydrate-protein when compared to the energy-matched carbohydrate only (in amounts suggested
to elicit near-maximal reported muscle glycogen resynthesis rates), despite a greater insulin response in
the former [22]. In accordance, a number of interesting questions remain with regards to post-exercise
carbohydrate-protein ingestion. This relates to whether the augmented insulin response influences
other insulin-sensitive tissues, such as the liver in modulating hepatic glucose output kinetics [170].
Another possible avenue of research in this field is to examine whether carbohydrate-protein increases
the efficiency of glycogen storage from running relative to an isocaloric carbohydrate when provided in
amounts less than that (<1.2 g·kg BM−1·h−1) suggested to maximise muscle glycogen resynthesis rates.
This may be of particular relevance to many recreational exercisers as the aforementioned high
carbohydrate intake guidelines are unlikely to be met by this population.
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